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M
any distributors have set their sights on 
E-commerce as a way to grow without 
limits. The initial assumption is that with 
an inventory, a warehouse and staff, they 
only need a web presence to succeed. 
Unfortunately, every paradigm that has 

worked in the past must be re-engineered for the future. 

Before investing time and resources in E-commerce, 
take a moment and re-evaluate your existing operations. 
Asking the right questions in preparation for E-commerce 
can also enhance current profitability. 

Do you know what is in-house? 

Success in E-commerce starts with knowing exactly 
what is available and where it is stored. This is not just  
inventory control, it means taking total control for  
everything in stock, as well as in transit. Every demand 

and release of materials must be tracked. Operating  
in an environment where the local customer receives  
the materials promised to an online customer is  
diametrically opposed to maintaining the service levels  
that E-commerce customers expect. 

are all the racks, shelves anD 
floors markeD with aDDresses? 

Knowing that the materials are available is useless  
without also knowing where the goods are stored.  
A Warehouse Numbering System (WNS) is a vital first 
step. Using the locator system to track and control  
stock movements is the vital second step. “Memory  
locators,” while good enough in the past, are useless  
in a fast-paced E-commerce environment. The goal is  
to establish a system that an outsider can learn in 20  
minutes or less. 

If It were easy, everyone  
would do It
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If you have inventory, a warehouse and 
staff, you have everything you need 
to succeed as an online retailer, right? 
Well, there are just a few other details 
to consider . . . 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 108

Available in smooth and ring- shank 
as well as galvanized  finishes 

to fit all clipped-
head nailers.

That’s why straight shooters choose  Pneu-Fast ® Pro-Nails™ for their Paslode,® Senco,®Bostitch,®
Hitachi,® DeWalt,®Makita ® and other top brand pneumatic nail guns!
If you’re not using Pneu-Fast Pro-Nails, you’re not using the best.  
When on-the-job  quality counts, Pneu-Fast Pro-Nails drive home straight and true.  
No other manufacturer beats our  standards.  No other nail beats
our holding power.  No other brand delivers such  problem-free 
performance … regardless of your choice of nail gun!

■  More tensile strength means Pneu-Fast Pro-Nails DRIVE BETTER WITHOUT BENDING.
■  Exclusive Hold-Fast‘ acrylic coating delivers “bulldog” HOLDING POWER IN ALL TYPES OF WOOD.
■  Made to full gauge with highest quality steel for MORE DRIVING FORCE and LATERAL SHEAR STRENGTH.

■  Superior tape with Hi-Bond™ resin means a RIGID STRIP THAT WON’T COME APART IN ANY WEATHER.

■  Pneu-Fast exceeds ASTM standards for performance.    

■  100% MADE IN USA.

Made only in the United States.  2200 Greenleaf Ave., Evanston, IL  60202  (847) 866-8787  www.pneufast.com

America’s Premium Nail!
®  

™

PNEUFAST AMMO_Finish_ AD 5_7_15.qxp_8.375 x 10.875  5/6/15  8:55 AM  Page 1

e-commerce
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is bar coDing being useD successfully? 

if you cannot track the materials and orders, there is 
no way to cope with the volumes that E-commerce can 
generate. The problem is immediacy. E-commerce implies 
speed and delivery. Fed Ex, UpS, Amazon and others  
tout Web-based tracking systems. This has raised  
expectations for everyone. A regular customer is  
satisfied with knowing the materials are “on the truck.” 
Web customers want to know which truck and exactly 
when to expect delivery. The real advantage of bar coding 
is that while tracking these movements, information is 
generated that can enhance future operations. 

will picking follow the same  
proceDures currently employeD? 

Typically, a distributor picker working on counter orders 
follows a “one man/one order” pick procedure. At best, 
this yields a pick rate of perhaps 30 lines per hour. With 
E-commerce, short orders will be the norm, and extrane-
ous travel will quickly overrun the warehouse’s capabilities. 
Batch picking of multiple orders is four to five times faster, 
and can significantly postpone capital expenditures for 
high-speed picking equipment. 

what is the current “error rate?” 

if the staff cannot get orders perfect in your existing  
environment, how can they be trusted to maintain  
quality in a more demanding situation? The only accept-
able quality level is perfection. if the cost of redoing orders 
or processing returns far exceeds the potential for profit,  
the time to improve is now, before the orders hit. 

Start by using “percentage of perfection,” and empha-
size the need for getting orders perfect every time. With 
E-commerce there is no second chance with a customer. 
Disappoint them initially, and they will never reorder. 

can the facility hanDle the  
new business? 

initially, adding a few online orders will not affect the 
overall operation. But, as the business increases, so do 
the demands on the physical facility. loading docks that 
are adequate for local deliveries can be quickly overtaxed 
by increased receiving, staging and a dropped trailer for 
outbound shipments. Up to a point, one can sidestep 
these issues through time management of the available 
resources. But night shifts, overtime and cramped staging 
all carry price tags that will easily consume the slim profits. 

who will Do the work, anD when  
will they Do it? 

given the immediacy of day-to-day business, it will  
be difficult for any one individual to keep up with the 

E-commerce orders, counter business, delivery tickets, 
stock checks, receiving and all the other tasks that oc-
cupy them today. The problem is how to focus, and the 
answer lies in controlling and budgeting time. in theory, 
order picking could be performed during a mid-morning or 
mid-afternoon “slow period.” This might work initially, but 
not for long and not well. A better strategy is to continually 
manage time with specific periods and people for dealing 
with E-orders. During this work-day-within-a-work-day, 
nothing disturbs the workflow of the focused workers. This 
is easy to postulate in theory and tough to enforce. con-
sider instead establishing a separate shift for E-commerce. 
it will be far easier to manage and has the advantage of 
isolating costs that could otherwise be obscured.

are receiving anD stocking fast  
anD efficient?

Adding volume and variety will attenuate deficiencies 
in the warehouse. This will be most immediately evident 
in the staging areas. procedures that delay receiving and 
stocking will quickly clog the floor and dock and then 
spread down the aisles. Once this happens, every other 
operation will suffer. practice “triage,” where bulk materials 
that can be quickly moved into storage are expedited or 
made into a non-stop operation. Mixed cases and small 
orders that are time consuming should be handled off to 
one side, out of the main work flow.  

policies such as “receive today, stock tomorrow” are 
suicidal. Always remember that if it isn’t on the shelf you 
cannot sell it. This is an area where paper-based bar  
coding, Radio Frequency identification (RFiD) and online, 
real time Warehouse Management Systems (WMS) are  
an absolute necessity.

how will this new business  
affect stocking?

Every distributor is different and E-commerce will  
attenuate the differences. This can be readily observed 
with a “frequency of demand” or “hit list.” For example, 
establishing a niche marketing position as the national 
resource for titanium hammers means that a relatively  
obscure sub-family should be moved into a more  
prominent and efficient position. 

WE MAKE NUTS - available in carbon steel & 304-316 stainless steel

SPECIAL BOLTS - ANY GRADE UP TO 3/4” X 6”

WE OFFER CUSTOM THREADING

1-800-263-3393
www.lelandindustries.com
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Canadian Threadall, a division of Leland, is Canada’s largest custom threader and can offer you a complete variety of quality threaded 
products in most ferrous and non-ferrous metals.

• Reverse engineered products from broken or failed samples

• Threading up to 4-1/2” cut and rolled thread  
Thread milling to 16”

• Threaded rods in stock up to 3” diameter in all grades of material

• Bent and formed parts to 4” including “U”, “EYE”, “J” and “L”
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As a local distributor, you might sell one or two of  
these expensive hammers a year, but for a national/ 
international market, hundreds might be sold, plain or 
engraved. Analyzing product movement under these  
circumstances takes on a new urgency. Trends can 
develop or change rapidly and product locations must 
change to maintain efficiency and profitability.

Does the layout favor the  
counter, will call or some other 
marketing Diametrically opposeD  
to high-speeD picking?

Every distributor with an active counter business has 
established paradigms that expedite counter sales. in 
most operations where the counter trade represents  
less than 15 percent of the total business, this is the tail 
wagging the dog. For E-commerce, the layout needs  
wider main aisles and a dedicated picking path that 
will not interfere with stocking or counter picking. in an 
existing operation, some compromises may be required 
between space and efficiency. This is where inertia and 
past history can be very misleading and expensive.

still want to Dive into e-commerce?

given the logistical resources available to almost every 
distributor, doing business is no longer restricted by 
geography or territory. Everyone who has access to UpS, 
USpS, FedEx and other carriers can take advantage of 
E-commerce to broaden their marketing efforts. On paper 
and in theory this appears to be an ideal way to expand, 
but remember that many others have the very same idea. 
The reality is that without making changes to your operating 
paradigms and facilities, profits will be elusive or non-existent.  

Before developing a website and investing heavily in 
E-commerce, spend some quality time making the overall 
operation more efficient. The time and money invested will 
have an immediate return in every aspect of your market-
ing and assure long term success for the business. 

STAFDA showroom and warehouse 
consultant Robert B. Footlik, PE, is CEO of 
Footlik & Associates, LLC, Evanston, Ill. He 
writes STAFDA’s Warehouse Advisory and 
can be reached by e-mail at robert@footlik.
com and via the website www.footlik.com. FOOTliK

SucceSS in  
e-commerce 
StartS with 
knowing  
exactly what  
iS available  
and where it  
iS Stored. 


